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Chp 7 pg10a Stowless D-bag - Skydive Wings

When using Rubber Stow Bands pass the band under the T-4 tape and form a Lark's. Head knot to secure it to the tape. 10. Sunrise Manufacturing International ... 
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc.



WINGS MANUAL



7.4.1 Using the Optional SemiStowless Deployment Bag. The Wings Semi-Stowless Main Deployment Bag uses either Elastic Stow Bands or regular Rubber Stow Bands to close the Deployment Bag.



When using Rubber Stow Bands pass the band under the T-4 tape and form a Lark’s Head knot to secure it to the tape.



Be sure to have a small washer before the knot to keep the band from passing through the grommet when using the Elastic Stow Bands .



Use a piece of string or 5 cord to pull the elastic band through the washer.



When using Elastic Stow Bands pull them through the #0 grommets using a piece of string or 5 cord thread.
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc.



WINGS MANUAL



Follow these Instructions when using the Semi-Stowless Main Deployment Bag.



“S-fold” the lines back and forth placing onto the pouch. Leave about 18” unstowed.



Pack the Parachute in the usual manner and close the Deployment Bag using the same method as a regular Deployment bag. (See Chp. 7.4.)



Close the Pouch and tuck the flaps under to secure the lines.



Open the Line Pouch and fold back the closing flap. The Deployment Bag is ready to be placed into the Main Container.
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

o Slider is without holes, burns, or other damage. o Reinforcement tape in place and ...... but not so tight that they will restrict mobility in a relaxed arch or turning ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

4.3.3 PRO-Packing the Reserve Parachute .... Use this page to record which tools are used during the packing of your SMI, Inc. WINGS Harness/ ...... Page 110 ...
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Wings Reserve Loop Length - Skydive Wings 

TIP: The deeper and wider that you can get the. â€œnestâ€� the easier it will be to match the suggested loop lengths. Canopy Size. Loop Length. PDR 106. 3.00â€� +/- Â¼â€�.
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cutaway cable instructions wings - Skydive Wings 

Feed the shorter of the two yellow cables into the RIGHT cable housing. 2. Feed the longer yellow cable into the LEFT cable housing which is the RSL side. 3.
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Pg 1 of Supplement Older Wings - Skydive Wings 

Oct 29, 2013 - of the M.A.R.D. â€œReserve Boostâ€� RSL. Before proceeding check to be sure that the. Top Closing Flap and the Ripcord is under the tape of the ...
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. - Skydive Wings 

Before assembling the 3-ring release, make sure the risers are not twisted or reversed. Lay your Wings face down, as you would pack it. 1. Thread each cable ...
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Skydive San Marcos, Texas Date of Skydive 

Mar 2, 2011 - Drop Zone: Skydive San Marcos, Texas. Date of Skydive: Monday, 21 February 2011. Jumper: Doug Wood. Status: Not Injured. Type of Jump: ...
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F-55.chp 
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para-cushion - Skydive Safety 

Strong Enterprises Para-Cushion Qwner's Manual Rev. .... Repair Guidelines .... as the canopy is extracted from the container, the lines are also deployed from ...
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wings of war & wings of glory 

Caproni Ca 3 - CEP 115 Aviaton Militaire. Friedrichshafen G.III Leutnant der .... 8 engine damage counters (blue). - 5 crewman hit counters (red). - 6 crew ...
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Integrated MAV Systems:Hovering: Rotary-Wings & Flapping-Wings 

Rotor system. Motor. Vanes for anti-torque. Yaw control surfaces. Servos. Rotor .... Electric. Motors. Battery. Two Cycloidal Rotors rotating in opposite directions ...
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job posting - Dental Wings 

28 juin 2017 - AFFICHAGE DE POSTE. Date d'affichage. 28 juin, 2017. Departement. ExÃ©cutif ... entreprise technique. â€¢ Bilingue autant Ã  l'oral qu'Ã  l'Ã©crit, ...
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Wings Sizing Chart 

Dimensions. (L x W x H). Reserve Canopy. F-111 w/ Microline. Main Canopy. ZP w/. Microline. W-1. 14 x 10 x 5. PD 106R, Raven-M 109,. Techno 96 up to 100.Missing:
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Painting wings the e 

rotate the wing to any angle you want for .... restraint and the wing can be rotated or tilted to whatever angle you want to set it ... Major credit cards accepted.
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27104-Chicken - wings - Smokey 

Vitamin C / Vitamine C. Calcuim / Calcuim. Iron / Fer. Nutrition Facts. Valeur nutritive. Per 2PC 78g pour 78g. % Daily Value. % valeur quotidienne. 17%. 16%.
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27109-Chicken - Wings - ERINVAL 

Page 1 ... 20%. 2%. 2%. 2%. 8%. Lot #802210. 0 00907 27109 1. PRODUCT OF U.S.A. PACKED IN CANADA BY 1694351 INC. KITCHENER, ON N2C 2M3.
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Painting wings the e 

Unfortunately, having to repeat the preparations each time you com- plete a panel surface may tax the patience of your most dedicated helper. Naturally, having ...
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job posting - Dental Wings 

28 juin 2017 - Date d'affichage. 28 juin, 2017. Departement. ExÃ©cutif. Lieu. Montreal (Quebec), Canada. POSTE: DIRECTEUR GÃ‰NÃ‰RAL. Sommaire du ...
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wood and wings 

aircraft construction, going back to the gliders that preceded the ... wood construction past â€” at least one United States' .... fabric-covered metal-framed aircraft.
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Sizing Your Wings 

To lower the interference drag, you can fillet the intersection ... This is three-dimensional flow, which fits nicely in a ..... spreadsheet will calculate these for you.
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Sizing Your Wings - Size 

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column.
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edonis - Wings of Change 

Jul 1, 2008 - kontrollieren, dass alles richtig eingeleint und frei ist. -. Die Sichtkontrolle muss genau dem LeinenÃ¼bersichtsplan entsprechen. 30. PrÃ¼fschritte.
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Military Cypres 2 Manual - Skydive Safety 

Military CYPRES 2 User's Guide - page 1. CYPRES ... you are, justifies that you haven't left your safety to chance. .... RElease System", is an automatic activation device .... CYPRES has fail-safe error detection. Two ..... CYPRES is shielded agains
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Error in Tapered Wings - Size 

directly to problems of control linkage and leverage. NASA found that tip ... aerodynamic balancing effect, which would be useful in reducing control loads if it ...
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